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ABSTRACT 
Understanding the mechan isms under wh ich shales deform is 
fundamental to improving exploration success in unconventional resource 
plays. Several outcrops of the Woodford Shale have been chosen to 
characterize fracture patterns at the outcrop level and relate them to the 
principal stresses of the of the study area and rock types of the formation . The 
outcrops are located in the Arbuckle Mountains of Oklahoma . This region is 
composed of several northwest-trending folds and regional fault systems. 
Excellent outcrop exposures of the Woodford Shale are used as reservoir 
analogs. 
Field analysis consisted of outcrop gamma-ray logs, facies descriptions and 
fracture characterization . Key interpretations include: 3 rd order sea level cycles 
from gamma-ray parasequences , five distinct lithofacies, and abundant natural 
tensile fractures . 
Alternating sequences of laminated claystone and siltstone are rich in 
organic content and are mechanically ductile . Bedded chert is less organic rich , 
and mechanically brittle. Therefore , the Woodford Shale can be defined as an 
axially anisotropic material in the direction perpendicular to the bedding and an 
isotropic material in the direction parallel to the bedd ing . Fractures were 
observed in the field to be planar and perpendicular to bedd ing in cherts , and 
inclined with respect to bedding in laminated clay-rich layers. 
A simple analog model constructed with a layered sequence of Play-Doh 
and clay was used to examine the relationship between alternating brittle/ductile 
XIII 
sequences and the development of fractures . The conclusions of these 
experiments are : 1) laminations in shale formations can be an important control 
on the propagation of natural fractures and 2) fracture patterns in shales are 
broadly predictable based on the correct identification of brittle and ductile 
layers using gamma-ray logs. Decreasing gamma-ray and spectral gamma-ray 
log patterns may indicate brittle zones which would be most favorable for 
horizontal-well placement and fracture stimulation . Zones with high gamma-ray 
and high levels of uranium may be problematic for horizontal drilling due to 
likelihood of higher clay content and may serve as fracture stimulation barriers . 
. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Horizontal drilling and hydraul ic fracturing and have revolution ized 
development of unconventional shale plays . These engineering techniques 
require increasing knowledge of the geology of unconventional reservoirs in 
order to improve efficiency and results . Research into the various lithofacies, 
geochemistry, and mechanical properties of mudstones has become influential 
in the elevated interest in unconventional shale plays by the energy industry. 
Natural fractures are very important in unconventional shale plays 
because they provide insight into the mechanical behavior of the lithofacies . 
Pre-existing fractures in shales can be mineralized and create planes of 
weakness in the rock . Natural fractures also provide key ind ications of earth 
stresses . These pre-existing planes of weakness can also be fluid-filled and 
provide pore space and pathways for subsurface fluids . In turn , high fracture 
permeability can also lead to riskier targets for oil and gas exploration as water 
can easily migrate along fracture swarms. Understand ing how layered material 
deforms is also essential in the production effort of man-made fracture 
networks. The key to successful development of these complex reservoirs will 
be heavily influenced by understanding how natural fa ilure has occurred in 
layered , low-permeability, organic-rich lithofacies . 
The University Of Oklahoma Institute of Reservoir Characterization 
conducts numerous qualitative and quantitative analyses that characterize 
prominent midcontinent shale formations. The characterization of the Devon ian 
1 
Woodford Shale is of particular interest due to the proximity of field locations 
and the direct appl ication of research to ongoing exploration and production by 
energy companies . 
1 .1 Objective 
The objective of further characterizing fractures in the field is to ga in a 
better understanding of the relationships between stratigraphy and fractures . 
These relationships have been a topic of interest for long time (Reches, 1983; 
Engelder, 1987; Gross, 1995; Hudson et al. , 1996; Ataman , 2008; Busetti , 
2009). These stud ies are further expanded here by using analog laboratory 
models to simulate processes of natural fracturing in brittle/ductile materials. 
The specific goals of this study are to : 1) characterize the Woodford 
Shale in outcrop with total and spectral gamma-ray logs 2) describe the 
lithofacies and measure fracture orientations ; 3) establ ish the role of 
laminations in fracture propagation ; 4) develop a conceptual structural model to 
help explain the fracturing process in layered strata . 
It is expected that the results will provide new knowledge to help : 1) 
identify potential exploration sweet spots in unconventional shales by predicting 
spatial and stratigraphic areas of higher fracture density , and 2) improve the 
placement of hydraulic fractures in shales through understanding of natural 
fracture propagation . 
2 
1.2 Previous Work 
In a previous study, Portas (2009) characterized the general large-scale 
fracture patterns in the Woodford Shale (Figure 1 ). Th is study took place in the 
Wyche Shale pit near the Arbuckle Mountains in south-central Oklahoma and 
the results were correlated with a nearby well. 
Figure 1 Wyche Shale pit fracture orientations obta ined from scan lines on the 
outcrop floor and LIDAR on outcrop walls (Portas , 2009) . 
Portas (2009) demonstrated the application of LIDAR for analys is of 
large scale fracturing in outcrops. As part of an ongoing research project, 20 
seismic lines were also obtained on the outcrop , which showed fault ing , and the 
boundary unconformity between the Woodford Shale and the underlying Hunton 
Group. 
Stratigraph ic, geochemical and geomechan ical properties of the 
Woodford Shale were characterized at various scales from core analys is 
3 
(Miccelli , 201 O; Sierra et al. 201 O; Slatt and Abousleiman , 2011 ). Stud ies are 
currently underway or have been recently completed by members of the 
Institute of Reservoir Characterization (IRC) on these subjects (Slatt et al. , 
2011). 
ll J u (Pl>"' J fll lPl""I 
Figure 2 Wyche Shale pit electric, mineralogical and borehole image logs (Slatt 
et al. , 2011) 
The studies of the IRC have already revealed that mineralogical and 
geochemical changes through the formation greatly influence the mechanical 
properties of the Woodford Shale . This workflow (Figure 2) also demonstrated a 
technique for identifying the mechanical properties of mudstones from the 
reservoir to the nano-scale (Slatt et al. 2011 ). Analysis of the mechan ical 
properties of the Woodford Shale from Wyche Pit provided the bas is for th is 
investigation . Sierra et al. (2010) identified a traverse isotropy to the Poisson 's 
ratio and Young 's Modulus as a result of layers in the lithofacies of the 
Woodford Shale . The layering in the Woodford Shale is pervasive at all scales , 
making the formation a mechanically anisotropic material in the direction normal 
to bedding. 
4 
Other field-based projects completed at Oklahoma State University by 
Krystyniak (2006) and Ataman (2008) established a relationship between 
outcrop gamma-ray patterns and subsurface-log responses , and presented key 
findings on the nature of fractures in the Woodford Shale. Ataman (2008) 
observed a general trend of decreasing fracture density with increasing 
mechanical unit thickness for t~e Woodford_ Shale (Figure 3) and determined 
that micro fractures tend to be parallel to bedding . However, brittle beds have 
more fractures perpendicular to bedding. Krystyniak (2006) used a relationship 
between gamma-ray and sea-level changes and applied it to determining the 
sequence stratigraphic relationship of several Woodford Shale outcrops . 
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Figure 3 Relationship of fracture density to mechan ical unit th ickness from 
Woodford Shale outcrops throughout the Arbuckle Mounta ins (Ataman , 2008). 
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Busetti (2009) completed a Ph .D. dissertation at the University of 
Oklahoma on the subject of fracture mechan ics in sed imentary rocks , and 
presented a basis for analysis of brittle-ductile rocks in the field (Figure 4 ). Th is 
study resulted in conclusions that brittle layers contained more fractures . Also , 
that a weak correlation exists between fracture spacing and layer th ickness . 
Lastly , the proximity to faults and flexures can relate to area.§ of high density 
fracturing. 
Overburd en 
Ductile Layer 
Fracture 1 Fracture 2 
Br ittle 
Layer 
Extension 
s 
Ductile Layer 
h 
Extension 
Figure 4 Models for fracture formation in brittle/ductile rocks (Busetti , 2009). 
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1.3 Geology of the study area 
12 mi 
20 km 
Figure 5 Arbuckle Mounta ins outline with major faults and folds . Study 
locations: 1) Oklahoma Highway 770 road cut 2) Vines Creek 3) Cool Creek; 
modified from Ham (1969) . 
This study is located in the Arbuckle Mountains of south -central 
Oklahoma . Woodford Shale outcrops exist in many locations throughout the 
area ; however, exposures of a complete section are rare . The ma in location for 
this thesis is Vines Creek (34 ° 25' 49 .836" N, 97° 4' 32.448" W) near the 
Dougherty Anticline (Figure 5). Other outcrop locations in the Arbuckle 
Mountains that were also investigated for fracture patterns include a road cut 
along Oklahoma highway 770 (34° 26' 39 .120" N, 97° 7' 42 .996" W), and along 
Cool Creek on the Lazy S Ranch (34° 20 ' 0.960" N, 97° 3' 14.040" W). 
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Figure 6 Geolog ic map of the study area . Outcrop locations: 1) Oklahoma Highway 770 2) Vines Creek 3) Cool 
Creek. Measured orientations shown on rose diagrams (modified from Oklahoma Water Resources Board map 
viewer, 2011 ) 
1.3.1 Structural overview of the Arbuckle Mounta ins 
The Arbuckle Mountains , located north of the Ardmore Basin consist of 
northwest-trend ing anticl ines and synclines, separated by northwest-striking 
faults (Figure 5) . The Arbuckle Mounta ins consist of faulted and folded 
Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks covered on the west, north , and east by 
Pennsylvan ian and Permian strata and on the south by southward -dipping 
Lower Cretaceous sedimentary rocks (Ham , 1969). The Arbuckle Mountains , 
along with the surrounding structural features, are the result of extensive 
faulting and folding that occurred in Late Mississippian through Late 
Pennsylvanian time . The compressional forces , which were transmitted from 
the south south , resulted in the various deformation structures observed today . 
Major structures located within the Arbuckles province consist of the 
Arbuckle , Tishomingo , and Hunton anticlines . These features are the result of 
faulting and folding that took place in the Late Paleozoic . Located with in the 
Arbuckle Mountains are numerous dip-slip faults including the Washita Valley 
Fault and the Reagan Fault . The faults represent remnants of the Cambrian 
Southern Oklahoma Aulocogen and were reactivated during the Arbuckle 
O_IQgeny. Most of the smaller structures in the study area are tight concentric 
folds resulting from the interaction of these two major faults . The study locations 
are all on the Arbuckle and Tishom ingo anticlines in the eastern Arbuckle 
Mountains (Figure 6) . The current regional maximum principal stress orientation 
(01) is roughly northeast-southwest (Figure 7) . This was obtained from the 
9 
World Stress Map and the data was originated from analysis of borehole 
breakouts (Heidback et al. 2008). 
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Figure 7 Maximum principal stress orientation northeast-southwest derived from 
borehole breakouts from Heidback et al. (2008). 
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1.3.2 Stratigraph ic overview of the study area 
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Figure 8 Stratigraphy for the Paleozoic section in the study area ; mod ified from 
Ham et al. (1964 ). 
The stratigraphy in the study area ranges from Precambrian gran ites 
found in the Tishomingo Uplift to the Pennsylvan ian Vanoss Conglomerate 
(Ham et al. 1964 ). However, in the outcrops used for this thesis , the 
stratigraphy typically consists of the Late Ordovician Viola Group to the 
Mississippian Caney Shale (Figure 8) . 
The deposition of Paleozoic sediments in southern Oklahoma took place 
along the Southern Oklahoma Aulocogen . Th is feature created the 
accommodation space and tecton ic setting wh ich enabled a predominantly 
marine depositional environment. 
1 1 
Basement 
The basement rocks within the Arbuckle Mountains consist of the 
Cambrian Colbert Rhyolite . This unit is an extrusive igneous flow seen only in 
the core of the Arbuckle Anticline . The Precambrian Tishomingo and Troy 
granites constitute the main basement rocks in the Tishomingo Uplift. The 
basement units are overlain by the Cambrian Reagan Sandstone. 
Arbuckle Group (Cambrian-Ordovician) 
The Arbuckle Group is the oldest rock seen at the surface and in the 
wells in the Dougherty area . The Arbuckle Group consists of shallow water 
carbonates (Ham , 1969). The extreme thickness of the Arbuckle Group, 
resulted from sedimentation rates equal to the subsidence rate in the aulocogen 
during Late Cambrian and Early Ordovician deposition (Fay, 1989). The surface 
expression of the Arbuckle Group is in the form of gray "tombstones" and gently 
rolling hills supporting few trees . 
Simpson Group (Middle Ordovician) 
The Simpson Group consists of five formations (from oldest to youngest) : 
Joins, Oil Creek, Melish , Tulip Creek, and Bromide . The Simpson Group 
sediments were deposited under nearshore conditions and contain more 
terrigenous elastic strata than do the Arbuckle Rocks . Throughout deposition of 
the Simpson Group, the Southern Oklahoma Aulocogen subsidence rate 
equaled the rate of sedimentation . 
The Joins Formation consists of thin-bedded limestone and skeletal packstone 
(Ham , 1969; Fay, 1989). The Oil Creek Formation is composed of a basal clean 
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sandstone overla in by limestones and shales. The Melish resembles the Oil 
Creek Formation . Both formations contain basal sandstones ; however, the 
Melish contains more limestone. The Bromide overlies the Tulip Creek . The 
two have been grouped together for simplification . The Tulip Creek is 
composed of a basal sandstone, a middle greenish-gray shale and upper thin-
bedded limestones. The Bromide Formation is composed of dense limestone 
overlying shale and interbedded limestone. 
Viola Group (Upper Ordovician) 
The Viola Group rests unconformably on the Bromide Formation of the 
Simpson Group. The Viola consists of three distinct lithologic units: basal 
carbonate, an intermediate mixed carbonate sequence , and an upper 
grainstone. The surface expression of the Viola Group is similar to the Arbuckle 
Group. In the study areas of Vines and Cool Creeks the Viola also forms gently 
rolling hills with abundant cacti and tall grass. Following deposition of the 
Simpson Group, the aulocogen began to rapidly subside , which resulted in the 
upper and middle parts of the Viola being deposited in relatively deep water. 
Sylvan Shale (Upper Ordovician) 
The Sylvan Shale unconformably overlies the Viola Group. By Late 
Ordovician time , the deep-water conditions were replaced by shallow-water 
shelf environments . In outcrop, the Sylvan is a green ish-gray, fissile shale . This 
shale easily weathers , leading to densely wooded areas . 
Hunton Group (Upper Ordovican - Lower Devonian) 
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The Hunton Group rests unconformably on the Sylvan Shale and 
conta ins the youngest rocks of the Early Paleozoic carbonate sequence . The 
Hunton Group is divided further into (in ascend ing order) : Chimneyhill 
Subgroup, Henryhouse Formation , Haragan Formation , and Bois d'Arc 
Limestone (Fay, 1989). These rocks are mainly fossiliferous limestones as well 
as calcarenites . The limestones in the Hunton mark the end of the carbonate 
-dominated phase of deposition in southern Oklahoma (Ham 1969). The many 
unconformities with in the Hunton Group suggest that the environment of 
deposition was shallow water in which the sea-level fluctuated numerous times , 
allowing for sub-areal exposures (Ham 1969). 
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Woodford Shale (Upper Devon ian- Lower Miss issipp ian ) 
Figure 9 Woodford Shale outcrop with interbedded chert and laminated 
siltstone. 
The Woodford Shale is separated from the underlying Hunton Group by 
a major unconformity and erosional surface . This sequence boundary marks the 
beginn ing of a major marine transgression known as the Kaskas ian . vyoodford 
deposition began in Late Devonian Givetian stage , approximately 392 mya , and 
lasted until the Kinderhookian stage of the Early Miss iss ippian , approximately 
359 mya (Over and Barrick, 1990; Over, 1992). The Woodford Shale was 
deposited in a marine , oxygen-poor environment and the internal stratigraphy is 
dominated by th inly laminated shales (Figure 9), interbedded chert, calcareous 
laminae, and phosphatic concretions (Cardott and Lambert , 1985· Sull ivan , 
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1985; Lambert, 1993). The Woodford is typ ically subdivided into lower, middle 
and upper members (Cardott , 2005). Members divisions are based on 
geological , paleontological , geochemical and electrical log variations (Sul livan , 
1985; Hester et al. , 1990; Lambert , 1993; Cardott , 2005) . The total thickness in 
the study area is approximately 75 meters (Krystyniak, 2006). 
GAMMA- RAY 
Po•t -
Woodlord 
DENSITY RESISTIVITY 
Uppet member 
Lower member 
Upper Woodford Shale 
member 
t Lowest TOC 
t Black with Type II kerogen and 
phosphate nodules 
t Deposited closer to shore dunng 
a sea level fall 
Lower Woodford Shale 
member 
t Smallest areal extent 
t Black Composed of quartz, silt, 
clay 
t Deposited close to shore during 
transgression 
M iddle Woodford Shale 
member 
t Highest TOC 
t Greatest areal extent 
t Black, rad1oact1ve, and contain 
Type I and II kerogen 
t Deposited farther rem shore 
during sea level nse 
Figure 10 Woodford Shale members as described in electric logs, lithofacies , 
depositional environment (modified from Cardott , 2007 and Slatt et al. , 2011) 
Alternating sequences of laminated shales are rich in organic matter. 
Total organic carbon (TOC) varies with location and distribution within the 
stratigraphic section ; however, values of 10% TOC or greater are common . The 
kerogen type is also variable , but the Woodford Shale conta ins mostly Type 11 
kerogen (Cardott, 2005) . In the study area , the maturity (Ro) is approximately 
0.70 (Cardott, 2005) indicating peak maturity stage of hydrocarbon generation 
(Figure 10). 
The Misener Sandstone marks the base of the Woodford Shale , but th is 
un it is absent at the study locations. The Woodford is recogn ized on logs by a 
sharp increase in gamma-ray greater than 200 API un its . Th is increase is 
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common to many Devonian shale formations in the United States (Over, 1992). 
The middle-upper Woodford boundary is marked by a very high gamma-ray 
signature , and coincides with the Devonian-Mississippian boundary (Cardott , 
2005). 
Sycamore Limestone (Mississippian) 
The Sycamore Limestone rests conformably on the Woodford in the 
study area . The Sycamore is made up of cycles of massively bedded , micritic 
and silty limestone beds and thin-bedded , calcareous , dark shales . This 
formation likely represents a change from the siliciclastic , marine depositional 
setting of the Woodford Shale to a more carbonate-rich , marine setting . 
Caney Shale (Mississippian) 
The Caney Shale is the last major, organic-rich condensed section in the 
study area. The sequence is characterized by highly fissile , marine shales and 
carbonate concretions . 
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1.4 Fractures 
Natural fractures exist as the three fracture modes (Figure 11 ). Under 
mode I, the two blocks move normal to the fracture surface and results in 
tensile fractures or joints . Under mode II and Ill the blocks sl ip parallel to the 
fracture surface forming a fault. Mode I is of particular interest in th is study 
because it often results in creation of void space and can act as conduits for 
fluids in the subsurface (Nelson , 1985). 
A Extenst0n (Mode I) B Shear (Mode II ) C Shear ode Ill) 
Figure 11 Fracturing modes: Mode I extension , Mode II sliding , Mode Ill tearing 
(Ataman , 2008). 
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1.4.1 Failure 
Brittle failure in solids begins with stress ampl ification around a critical 
flaw (e .g., Griffith , 1921; Pollard and Aydin , 1988). A flaw in the material might 
be any deviation from homogeneity, whether in the form of a weak grain 
boundary, a contact between layers, or Q newly formed vo id space , to name a 
few. In quasi-static tensile fracturing , the stress appl ied to the material is initially 
stored as elastic energy. The stress magnifies and the critical flaw forms an 
ellipse with stress tips . When the local stress moves past the tensile strength of 
the material , failure begins to occur. When the initial failure occurs , a crack 
propagates and creates a new surface. The stresses are relieved and there is a 
decrease in stored elastic energy. The failure propagates along the flaw, 
creating newer surfaces and advancing the stress front to another point in the 
material where elastic energy can again build . This process might continue until 
the fracture reaches an interface where the stress is redistributed or a fluid 
enters the void space created by the failure and precipitates enough minerals to 
"heal" the fracture . Rock strengthening by mineralization can arrest fractures 
temporarily by creating a "vein ", or mineral-fi lled fracture , until sufficient 
stresses build up to overcome this effect. However, the mineral ized surface is 
often a weak surface due to poor bonding between the host materials and the 
vein fill and can thus create a flawed surface prone to re-fracture . 
Shear fa ilure occurs by coalescence of micro flaws that form a weakness 
zone (Reches and Lockner, 1994 ). As remote stresses increase, they begin to 
reach the failure envelope of the material , the small micro cracks coalesce and 
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being to align until a slip surface is formed . The deformation is then 
accommodated along the newly formed fault plane, wh ich fa ils by modes 11 and 
Ill. Since the deformation is accommodated in three dimensions four sets of 
shear fractures form (Reches , 1983). 
1.4.2 Principal Stresses 
It is generally accepted that fractures grow perpendicular to the least 
compressive principal stress (03) and parallel to the maximum compressive 
principal stress (01). Therefore the opening of tensile fractures occurs in the 
direction of 0 3. The opening front or fracture tip , represents the amplified stress 
area of the growing crack. A change in the state of stress or a relaxation in the 
stresses can affect propagation direction (Engelder, 1987). Contrasts in tensile 
strength at layer boundaries can also redistribute the stresses to cause a crack 
to change its propagation direction or to stop propagating . A growing fracture 
creates a "stress shadow" around it due to stress relaxation and thus inhibiting 
the growth of additional fractures directly adjacent t..Q_jt. Fractures that occur in 
close proximity can cause a local stress field that may counter the mechanism 
mentioned above . In close proximity, an opening joint may lead adjacent cracks 
to seal from localized compression (Germanovich and Dyskin , 2000) . 
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1.4.3 Layers 
Fractures are inherently complex. A fracture face is described as having 
a point of origin or a nucleation point which leads to the subsequent 
propagation (Engelder, 1987). The presence of layers in sedimentary rocks 
creates a complex exchange between material heterogeneity and mechanical 
anisotropy which result in a variety of dynamic changes which range from the 
starting point of a crack to the length and shape of fractures . Understanding the 
interaction among layering, stratigraphy and fractures is the primary aim of this 
study. 
The Woodford Shale is a laminated or layered , organic-rich shale with 
two distinct mechanical properties. Some layers can be defined as mechanically 
brittle, while others tend be mechanically ductile. This material property has a 
fractal property that can be noted from the microscopic to the reservoir scales 
(Slatt et al. , 2010). The brittle layers in the Woodford are beds rich in quartz 
(mostly as radiolarian chert) and calcite that typically fail by jointing . The joints 
in these brittle layers are predominantly perpendicular to the bedding surfaces . 
The ductile layers are rich in clay minerals and have high organic carbon 
content. Ductile materials can deform plastically and fail by shear under rapid or 
high stresses (Cox , 1951). 
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2. ANALOG MODELING 
Analog experiments are used by structural geologists to approximate the 
behavior of rocks in the field , with the goal of gaining a better understanding for 
natural deformation processes . These experiments are done with analog 
materials that broadly represent the mechanical properties of rocks . The 
process is not a scale modeling experiment, yet the results can be used to 
further understand the dynamics of deformation and failure . 
2.1 Methods 
Clay extension experiments were conducted in the Physical Modeling 
Laboratory (PML) at the University of Oklahoma (OU) , which is part of the 
laboratory of Dr. Shankar Mitra , School of Geology and Geophysics. 
The experiments were conducted with wet clay and Play-Doh to observe the 
deformation in sedimentary rock layers . The clay , with density of about 1.6 
g/cm3, behaves like a brittle solid and fails by fracturing under tension under 
experimental stresses . The clay is assumed to be an analog for the brittle layers 
(e .i. chert) of the Woodford Shale . Play-Doh is a combination of mostly flour and 
water, has a density of 1.25 g/cm3 , and behaves like a plastic material under 
tensile stress. It is assumed to be an analog for the ductile layers of the 
Woodford Shale . 
The apparatus consists of a large metal table with a fixed Plexig las wall 
on one side and a movable Plexiglas wall on the other (Figure 12). The 
movable Plexiglas wall is connected via gears to an electronic control board 
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that regulates the rate of movement. The table can be operated in compression 
or extension modes. Only extension was used for these experiments . 
Latex sheet 
Figure 12 Apparatus used for analog modeling experiments . The clay and Play-
Doh models were mounted on the latex sheet. 
The analog materials were mounted directly on a large sheet of latex. 
The latex sheet was attached with C clamps to the Plexiglas walls of the table . 
The sheet was carefully mounted so it was slightly stretched directly above an 
aluminum metal block placed on the table . 
The boundary conditions for all the experiments were the same . The models 
were deformed by pulling a latex layer from one side (left) , wh ile fixed at the 
other side (right) . The clay and Play-Doh models were mounted on a th in latex 
sheet to generate un iform stretching . The latex sheet was pulled at a constant 
rate and the material stretched and increased in length but reta ined the same 
volume . At the base , the wet clay or the Play-Doh were 'glued ' to the latex 
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sheet by the ir self-adhes ion , and the latex extension was uniformly transferred 
to the model above . 
The upper surface of the model was free to deform upward and the sides 
were allowed to deform sideways . When a layer of Play-Doh was at the bottom 
of the model in direct contact with the latex sheet, the material underwent 
thinning with extension . This thinning allowed for a minor downward movement 
of the clay above it. The Play-Doh also behaved like the latex sheet , and 
transferred the stretching uniformly to the clay layer. 
As shown in Table 1 four model setups were tested : 1. Play-Doh 2. Play-
Dph/clay 3. Play-Doh/clay/Play-Doh 4. Clay/Play-Doh/clay. 
Analo_g_ Ex_Q_eriment Parameters 
Setu_Q_ Materials Rate Duration 
1 Pla_y-Doh 0.381 cm/min 30 minutes 
2 Pla_y-Doh/cla_y 0.381 cm/min 25 minutes 
3 Pla_y-Doh/cla'if Play-Doh 0.381 cm/min 35 minutes 
4 cla_y(Pla_y_-Doh/cla_y 0.381 cm/min 30 minutes 
Table 1 Setup of the analog models . 
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Setup 1 
Latex aheet 
T 
Figure 13 Setup for experiment 1: Play-Doh extensional (not to scale) . 
The first experiment was setup using a single sheet of Play-Doh (Figure 
13), which was 12cm long , 12 cm wide and 1 cm thick . The experiment was 
conducted under a constant rate of latex extension of 0.381 cm/min for 30 
minutes. This experiment was used to test the new analog material for ductile 
rocks. 
Setup 2 
Latex sheet 
Figure 14 Setup for experiment 2: Play-Doh/clay extensional deformation (not to 
scale) . 
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The second experiment was setup using a single layer of Play-Doh 
(Figure 14) 12cm long , 10 cm wide and 0.5 cm th ick and a layer of clay 12 cm 
long, 10 cm wide and 1 cm thick. Circle markings were made on the surface of 
the clay. The experiment was conducted under a constant rate of extension of 
0.381 cm/min for 25 minutes. The total length of extension was 10 cm . This 
experiment is used to understand the relationsh ip and interaction between the 
two analog materials . 
Setup 3 
La te x shee t 
c:lay 
.,, Bloc 
T 
Figure 15 Setup for experiment 3: Play-Doh/clay/Play-Doh extensional 
deformation (not to scale) . 
The third experiment was setup using a layer of clay approximately 12 
cm long , 10 cm wide and 1 cm thick between two sheets of Play-Doh , each 12 
cm long, 10 cm wide and 0.5 cm thick (Figure 15). The experiment was 
conducted under a constant rate of extension of 0.381 cm/min for 35 minutes. 
The total length of extension was 13.7 cm. Th is setup tested a brittle -ductile 
sequence . 
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Setup 4 
Figure 16 Setup for experiment 4: clay/Play-Doh/clay extensional deformation 
(not to scale) . 
The fourth experiment was setup using a single sheet of Play-Doh 12 cm 
long , 10 cm wide and 0.75 cm thick between two layers of clay approximately 
12 cm long , 12 cm wide and 1.6 cm thick (Figure 16). The experiment was 
conducted under a constant rate of extension of 0.381 cm/min for 30 minutes. 
The total length of extension was 11.4 cm . Th is setup also tested a brittle -
ductile couplet with more over-burden . 
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2.2 Results 
Setup 1 
Figure 17 Setup 1 showing a single sheet of ductile Play-Doh after extension . 
A thin layer of Play-Doh was extended at a constant rate for 30 minutes. 
The layer deformed but did not fail , and it underwent th inning (Figure 17) from 
an initial thickness of 1 cm to a final thickness of 0.75 cm . 
Setup 2 
Figure 18 Setup 2 showing a ductile Play-Doh layer (bottom) and a brittle clay 
layer (top) after extension . Early stage tensile fractures (red). Inclined shear 
fractures (blue) seen on the side and top of the clay. 
The Play-Doh was the first layer, which remained 'glued ' to the latex 
sheet during the complete run of the experiment. Additionally the Play-Doh 
underwent th inn ing as in Setup 1. The clay layer above the Play-Doh began to 
fa il as small tens ile fractures (Figure 18) nucleated from the tips of the circle 
markings on the clay surface . The segments began to propagate at the ir tips 
towards the sides of the model. W ith increasing extension , the segments began 
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to coalesce and form semi-planar shear fractures (Figure 19) with sl ip in the 
direction of extension . These fractures could be classified as normal faults . At 
the late stages of the experiment, the normal faults increased in displacement 
and slickenlines were observed on the fault scarps . Also , two sets of shear 
fractures formed at an angle to the first faults (F igure 19). The late stage shear 
fractures are strike-slip faults and displacement was observed . 
Jr 
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Figure 19 Top and side view of Setup 2 showing progression of fracturing in 
the early , middle and late stage of the experiment. 
The side view revealed the in itial tensile fractures as they formed from 
the top edge, and propagated downward . W ith increasing extens ion the 
fractures began to rotate and slip occurred along the fault planes in the direction 
of extension . In the late stage of the experiment a new set of shear fractures 
formed on the surface with sl ip at an angle to the direct ion of extension (Figure 
19). 
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Setup 3 
Figure 20 Setup 3 showing a ductile Play-Doh layer (bottom), a brittle clay layer 
(middle) , and a ductile Play-Doh (top) after extension . Short fractures are seen 
on the side of the clay layer. 
The clay layer between two thin layers of Play-Doh underwent 
deformation without significant failure . As the model began to extend , small 
tensile fractures nucleate at the base of the clay layer (Figure 20). With 
increasing extension , the clay layer became detached from the bottom Play-
Doh layer and slipped along the boundary. Through-cutting extension fractures 
did not occur in the middle clay layer. In the late stage of the experiment, all of 
the deformation was accommodated in the basal Play-Doh layer, wh ile the clay 
and upper Play-Doh layers did not deform further. 
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Setup 4 
Figure 21 Setup 4 showing a brittle clay layer (bottom) , a ductile Play-Doh layer 
(middle) , and a brittle clay layer (top) after extension . Fractures are seen on the 
side of the clay layers. 
The Play-Doh layer between two layers of clay deformed but did not 
fracture under extension . Multiple tensile fractures formed in the bottom clay 
layer (Figure 21 ). The fractures started to form at the clay/latex boundary and 
propagated upward . The fractures stopped propagating when they reached the 
Play-Doh layer. In the late stage of the experiment, a small tensile fracture had 
begun to nucleate in the upper clay layer. The late stage fracture originated at 
the clay/Play-Doh boundary. 
A top view for th is experiment was not ava ilable , and visual inspection of 
the free clay surface at the top of the model did not reveal surface cracks. Also , 
model preparation created clay smears on the Play-Doh surface lead ing to 
apparent tensile fracturing in the Play-Doh . Th is is a defect of the preparation 
and was disregarded . 
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2.3 Discussion 
The clay/Play-Doh experiments are assumed to be analogs for the 
stratigraphic relationship of the two principal mechanical layers described from 
outcrop. The brittle-ductile couplet was modeled with two analog setups: clay-
Play-Doh-clay (brittle-ductile-brittle) and a Play-Doh- clay-Play-Ooh (ductile-
brittle-ductile ). The fi~st setup was most effective at modeling the observed 
outcrop stratabound fracture type . 
The clay-Play-Ooh-clay model in Setup 4 (Figure 21) also included the 
latex sheet as an additional ductile layer. In this experiment, fractures 
propagated from the base of the first clay layer and remained perpendicular to 
the layers . Fractures stopped propagating when they reached the middle ductile 
layer. Near the end of the experiment run , a small fracture had propagated on 
the second clay layer but never reached the surface of the clay. 
Setup 3 (Figure 20) , which had a sequence of Play-Doh- clay-Play-Doh , 
showed early stage formation of tensile fractures . These small cracks formed at 
the base of the middle clay layer. However, because the layers were not 
completely bonded together, much of the extension w~s_accommodated by 
shearing along the ductile-bri ttle boundary and was not transferred to the brittle 
layer. 
Although the 3rd setup was unsuccessful at modeling tensile fractures in 
the brittle layer, the experiment did present an interesting result . The 
propagation of tensile fractures occurred at the mechan ical boundary, which 
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was in accordance with the proposed mechan ism for tens ile-fractu re 
propagation in layered , an isotrop ic materials (Gross , 1993; Bahat et al. , 2005). 
Furthermore , the model predicts the formation of layer-parallel fractures in 
layered sequences which may not be strongly attached or bonded . Th is type of 
deformation may predominate over tensile fracturing in poorly compacted 
sed~ 
Setup 2 (Figure 18) was also significant in explaining the mechan isms for 
the formation of shear fractures in a brittle-ductile material. During the early 
stages of the experiment, small tensile fractures began to form at the surface . 
Extension during late-stage deformation resulted in block rotation and slip along 
the fracture plane (Figure 19). The model also upholds the mechanism that 
larger faults form by small segments coalescing together to form a long , 
continuous fault zone . The zigzag pattern of the faults is due to the three 
dimensionality of faulting as predicted by Reches (1983) and Sagy et al. , 
(2003). 
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3. FIELD WORK 
3.1 Methods 
Three outcrop locations were used for th is study. Along Oklahoma 
Highway 77D the Woodford Shale is exposed as overturned beds on the north 
limb of the Arbuckle Anticl ine . The Vines Creek outcrop is located near the 
Dougherty Anticl ine and consists of tilted beds . The Cool Creek Woodford 
section is located on the south limb of the Arbuckle Anticline and it includes 
several isolated exposures of vertical beds (Figure 6). 
In the field , the stratigraph ic sequence was measured using a Jacob's 
Staff with a Brunton compass to account for bed incl ination . Gamma ray data 
was collected in counts-per-second every 60 cm with a hand-held scintillometer 
for total gamma-ray, potassium , thorium and uranium. 
A scintillometer (Figure 22) is a device that is typ ically used to detect 
--variations of rad ioactive elements in a given area . Th is device can also be 
used like a borehole gamma-ray sonde to create a signature of natural gamma-
ray emission from strata for use as a lithology and correlation tool (Slatt et al. , 
1995). 
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Figure 6 Scintrex GRS-500 hand-held detector used to create outcrop gamma-
ray logs. 
The unit used for this study was a Scintrex GRS-500 hand-held detector. 
Five readings were collected at each point for a count time of three seconds 
each . Then the arithmetic mean of the five readings was obtained to denote the 
radioactivity at each point (Slatt et al. , 1995). The data from each point was 
plotted along the length of the outcrop to construct a profile of radioactivity that 
looks much the same as a gamma-ray log with the exception that the outcrop 
-
log measures radioactivity in counts per second (cps) . Spectral gamma-ray data 
was collected and plotted using the same technique . 
Due to the instrument's recording diameter (0 .3 m ), readings obtained 
from thin beds are susceptible to "noise" from adjacent beds (Slatt et al. , 1995 ). 
This could not be corrected and was simply ignored . 
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3.1.1 Outcrop descriptions 
The Vines Creek outcrop descriptions included field examinations , 
photographs and rock samples . Field descriptions were done with a hand lens 
and visual inspection . Lithofacies were subd ivided in terms color, grain size, 
--begging characteristics and calcareous content. Calcareous layers were 
identified based on reactivity to weak HCI acid , ranging from very calcareous to 
mildly to non-calcareous. 
3.1.2 Fracture Analysis 
Fracture azimuth was measured using a Brunton compass; spacing was 
determined by visually counting fractures over a distance of approximately 2 
meters . Fractures were also classified as open or closed and mineralized 
- -
fractures were noted. Fracture azimuths were plotted on rosettes for analysis 
and interpretation . Fracture orientations were also obtained using high-
resolution pictures of outcrop taken with a known orientation. The fracture 
markings were digitized using the software Digicracks developed by Jefferson 
Chang and Dr. Ze 'ev Reches of OU for Matlab and exported x-y locations to a 
spreadsheet. Basic trigonometric functions were applied to obtain the azimuth 
of each digitized line. This information was also plotted on rose diagrams. 
Fracture maps were constructed by digitally tracing fractures on the digital 
images. Digital images of bedd ing planes and vertical outcrop sections were 
used . The fracture maps are displayed in 50cm 2 survey maps and the density of 
fractures calculated by point counting them in the survey square . A trad itional 
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scan line method was also digitally appl ied to determine fracture spacing and to 
relate to bed th ickness. 
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3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Outcrop Lithofacies 
Outcrop Lithofacies 
Lithofacies Color Grain size Bedding Calcareous 
dark 
Calcareous grey- Sharp, <2 cm 
mud stone black cla_y_ thick very 
dark Rippled or 
Laminated brown- wavy, fissile , 
siltstone black silt <1 cm th ick non 
dark 
grey- Sharp, 2<>10 
Chert black microc_rystalline cm th ick non 
dark 
grey-
Phosphatic dark Irregular <2 
mud stone blue clay cm moderately_ 
Rippled and 
dark irregular, 
Organic-rich grey- fissile, <1 cm 
cla_y_stone black clay th ick non 
Table 2 Outcrop lithofacies classification from the Woodford Shale outcrops . 
Five distinct lithofacies were recognized in the Woodford Sha le outcrops 
examined (Table 2). The first is a calcareous mudstone that is dark grey or 
black in appearance . Second is a laminated siltstone , which ranges in color 
from dark brown to black. This lithofacie is also fissile and non-calcareous. The 
third type is a thick! bedded microcrystall ine chert , which is dark grey or black . 
The lithofacie is a mudstone that contains abundant phosphatic or calcareous 
nodules . The color is dark grey or dark blue and the concretions are 
concentrically layered . The fifth is a non-calcareous organ ic-rich claystone 
which is dark grey or black and often bitum inous (Figure 23 ). 
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Figure 23 Woodford Shale outcrop lithofacies. A. Calcareous mudstone B. Laminated siltstone C. Chert D. 
Phosphatic mudstone E. Laminated organic-rich claystone . 
3.2.2 Outcrop fracture types 
Outcro_Q_ Fracture TJ12_es 
Fracture O_Q_enin_g_ Len_g_th Host Lithofacies 
Open , Chert and 
Strata- perpend icular to calca reous 
bound bedd in_g_ <10 cm mud stone 
Layer- Organ ic-rich 
cutting, claystone and 
an__gled Closed <10 cm Lam inated siltstone 
Layer-
cutting , Between 10 
jagged 0_Q_en cm and 1 m An:t._ 
Open/Mineralized Organ ic-rich 
Curved 
_i_calcite ,__g_yQsuml <10 cm cla:t._stone 
Between 1 
Swarmin_g_ O_Q_en/M ineralized and 5 m Any_ 
Between 10 
Faults O_Q_en and closed cm and 5 m Any_ 
Table 3 Outcrop fracture classification from the Woodford Shale outcrops . 
The fractures from all the locations examined were classified into six 
-
distinct types (Table 3). The classification is independent of orientation and 
based solely o~shape and interaction between layers (Figure 24 ). The first 
fracture type is strata-bound , straight, systematically spaced , and can be open 
or mineralized . This fracture type forms perpendicular to bedding in chert or 
calcareous mudstones . The second fracture type is layer-cutting , angled , and 
-
nonsystematic in spacing . This fracture type can be open or mineral ized and cut 
across different layers . A third type of fracture is layer-cutting) jagged in shape , 
and nonsystematic in spacing . Th is type often forms tensile and small shear 
fractures , and often cuts across several layers of varying lithology . The fourth 
fracture type is curved , non-systematically spaced and mineral ized . Th is type of 
fracture is small and can cut across a few layers , but it is restricted to organ ic-
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rich claystones. The curved shape of the fractures resembles sed imentary 
structures such as troughs and ripples in the host mudstone. The dominant 
mineral fill is typically calcite , but gypsum, pyrite and quartz are also common . 
The fifth fracture type is swarming , typically nonsystematic in spacing , and often 
occurs across varying lithofacies. This fracture type can be open or closed and 
typically cuts across many layers. The sixth type of fracture is faults as small 
shear fractures that can be segmented and intersect many layers . Fault 
movement on this fracture type can be a combination of Mode II and Ill shear 
failure . 
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Figure 24 Woodford Shale outcrop fracture types . A. Stratabound B. Layer-cutting angled C. Layer-cutting 
jagged D. Curved E. Swarming F. Faults . Images A-C were taken perpendicular to the orientation of bedding 
planes. Images D-F were taken parallel to the orientation of bedding planes . 
Figure 25 Vines Creek Woodford Shale outcrop of north-dipping beds, looking 
west. 
The Vines Creek outcrop (Figure 25) is a continuous exposure of the 
Woodford Shale along a small stream near the Dougherty Ant icl ine . The 
stratigraph ic sequence was measured at 75 meters , but some areas were 
covered with soil and vegetation . A small portion of the overlying Sycamore 
Limestone is present near the axis of the syncl ine. 
At this location all rock and fracture types were present , but the most 
common fracture types were stratabound and layer-cutt ing angled . The 
stratabound fractures are restricted to chert or calcareous mudstone beds . 
Layer-cutting angled fractures are present in organ ic-rich claystones and 
laminated siltstones. 
-
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Figure 26 Vines Creek graphical relationship between bed thickness and joint 
spacing for the stratabound fracture type . 
The relationship between spacing and bed thickness (Figure 26) was 
obtained by measuring an 80-cm scan line digitally with high-resolution images 
of several outcrop exposures along Vines Creek. The scanl ines varied in length 
from 50 cm to 1 m depending on the quality of the exposure. Bed thickness was 
not constant , so an average was used . The relat ionship shows a positive linear 
trend with good correlation (R2 = 0.81 ). In thin beds , fractures are more closely 
spaced , increasing their density. 
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Figure 27 ~s Creek fracture survey square completed from outcrop exposures . Prominent bed boundaries are 
shown as horizontal lines. Lithofaceis present include chert and laminated siltstone . Stratabound fractures are shown 
as short lines perpendicular to bedding in chert . Layer-cutting angled fractures are dashed and present in laminated 
siltstone. The image is oriented west to east . 
Mapping results are from a sequence of interbedded chert and laminated 
siltstones (Figure 27). Two sets of fractures are noted in Vines Creek. Set one 
is oriented north-south . Set two is a conjugate set oriented northwest-sou theast 
and northeast-southwest (Figure 28). The short planar fractu res that appear 
perpendicular to the direction of the bedding are stratabound tensile fractures . 
These fractures occur in bedded chert or calcareous mudstones and are open . 
Layer-cutting angled fractures are also present as planar and restricted to 
laminated siltstone and organic-rich claystone lithofacies . Layer-cutting jagged 
fractures were also observed . 
-
Figure 28 Vines Creek fracture directions . 
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Outcrop gamma-ray 
The total Vines Creek section is 75 m thick (Figure 29) from the contact 
with the highest Hunton Limestone bed to the contact with the first Sycamore 
Limestone bed . Not all of the section is exposed , as some portions of the 
outcrop have been eroded and/or covered by soil and vegetation . The base of 
the section is poorly exposed at the Vines Creek outcrop and the outcrop 
gamma-ray is incomplete . However, where a measurement was obtained , the 
total gamma-ray matched high levels of Uranium and Potassium (Figure 30). 
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Figure 29 Vines Creek outcrop gamma-ray log , with typ ical 
rock characteristics . 
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Figure 30 Vines Creek outcrop gamma-ray and spectral gamma-ray logs. Log patterns are highlighted. 
Gamma-ray and spectral logs are relatively continuous between 25 and 
60 m from the base . Th is continuous sequence exhibits an overall decrease in 
gamma-ray response , followed by a steep increase , shortly followed by a sharp 
decrease and then another increase near the top. Smaller increases and 
decreases in gamma-ray counts are also apparent and are matched by the 
spectral logs (Figure 30). 
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3.2.4 Cool Creek (Lazy S Ranch) 
Figure 31 Cool Creek Woodford Shale outcrop. 
The stratigraphic sequence at Cool Creek is vertical (Figure 31 ). All five 
lithofacies are present , and fractures are present in all of them . The dominant 
fracture types present in this outcrop are stratabound and layer-cutting jagged . 
The stratabound planar joints are restricted to thickly bedded chert or 
calcareous mudstones. Some small faults were noted , cutting across many 
layers . 
Maps of layered sequences were constructed in a 2.5 m2 survey area 
(Figures 33-34 ). The short , planar fractures are the strata bound tens ile 
fractures . The orientation of these fractures is north-south (Figure 32). The 
longer, jagged or semi-planar fractures are layer-cu tting fractures . These 
fractures range in azimuth between northeast and northwest . The spacing for all 
the fractures mapped is not systematic and appeared to have a more clustered 
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distribution. Long lines perpend icular to the mapped fractures are interpreted 
layer boundaries (Figure 33). 
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Figure 32 Cool Creek fracture orientations . 
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Figure 33 Cool Creek fracture survey square completed from outcrop exposures . Prominent bed 
boundaries are shows as vertical lines. Lithofacies present include chert and calcareous mudstone 
Stratabound fractures are shown as short lines perpendicular to bedding in chert beds . Layer-cutt ing 
jagged fractures are dashed and cut across different lithofacies. 
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Figure 34 Cool Creek fracture survey square completed from outcrop exposure . Prominent bed boundaries 
are shows as vertical lines . Stratabound fractures are shown as short lines perpend icular to bedding . Layer-
cutting fractures are dashed and angled to bedding . 
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Figure 35 Cool Creek graphical relationship between bed th ickness and fracture 
spacing. 
The relationship between spacing and bed thickness (Figure 35) was 
obtained by measuring a scan line dig itally with high-resolution images of 
several outcrop exposures along Cool Creek. The scan lines were 
approximately 70 cm long . The relationsh ip is very poor as fractures are not 
systematically spaced and many layer-cutting fractures are present. Instead , 
the lack of relationship suggests a more clustered distribution . Th is observation 
is in agreement with the general understand ing (Lade ira and Price, 1981 ) that 
thinner beds conta in more fractures than do th icker beds . 
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3.2.5 Oklahoma Highway 770 
Figure 36 Oklahoma Highway 770 Woodford Shale outcrop of overturned beds , 
view is to the north . 
The outcrop present along the north side of Oklahoma Highway 770 
(Figure 36) has many good exposures of the Woodford Shale . The beds are 
overturned to the south and all of the lithofacies described are present along 
this outcrop. Most of the exposures are of bedding plane surfaces . All fracture 
types were observed , but layer-cutting angled fractures and faults are dominant. 
Map results are shown in figure 38 . The map is constructed from a 
bedding plane in a 2.5 m2 survey square . The beds strike east-west and dip 70-
80° in a south-southwest direction . The short planar fractures that are parallel 
are the layer-cutting angled fractures . Four sets are present (Figure 37 ) with Set 
1 oriented north-south , Set 2 oriented east-west , Set 3 oriented northeast-
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southwest and Set 4 oriented east-northeast-west-southwest. The spacing fo r 
all the fractures is not systematic. 
In a previous study by Ataman (2008), four sets with simi lar orientations 
were also observed at this location . He concluded that the high degree of 
deformation was a direct consequence of the overturn ing of the beds during the 
late stages of folding in the Arbuckle Mountains and that fracture distribution 
along an individual bed was controlled by the thickness and mechanical 
stratigraphy. Ataman (2008) also concluded that brittle layers contain more 
fractures . 
N 
s 
Figure 37 Oklahoma Highway 770 fracture orientations . 
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Figure 38 Oklahoma Highway 770 fracture survey square completed from outcrop exposures . Map constructed 
from laminated siltstone bedding plane shows layer-cutting angled fractures as short lines . Faults are dashed , 
segmented and offset other fractures . Clay gouge is presen t along the fault2. 
3.3 Discussion 
3.3.1 Gamma-ray and sequence stratigraphy 
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Figure 39 Vines Creek outcrog_gamma-ray correlated with Henryhouse Creek 
Woodford Shale outcrop from Krystyniak (2006) . 
The gamma-ray log obtained in this study at V ines Creek correlates well 
with an outcrop gamma-ray log obta ined by Krystyniak (2006) at the 
Henryhouse Creek outcrop (Figure 39) . Therefore the Vines Creek exposure 
represents the lower, middle and upper Woodford Shale members (Lambert, 
1993; Cardott , 2005). The gamma-ray log at V ines Creek is in terpreted as a 
series of 3 rd order sea level cycles superimposed on a 2 rd order marine 
transgression (20-30 my) . The sequence stratigraphic framework has been 
spl iced together from rock type analysis , total and spectral gamma-ray logs 
and correlations with previous studies (Ca rdot, 2005 ; Krystyn iak , 2006 ; Paxton 
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et al ., 2006; Micelli , 201 O; Slatt et al ., 2010) . An upward increase in gamma-ray 
followed by a sharp decrease was interpreted as a 3rd order transgress ive-
regressive cycle . The middle Woodford member on the gamma-ray log conta ins 
at least 8 of these cycles . Coincidently, the lithofacies are predominantly 
alternating sequences of chert and laminated siltstones . Several high gamma-
ray peaks correspond to elevated levels of uranium and potassium in the 
spectral gamma-ray log . The f igh levels of uranium also suggest, organic-rich 
sediments deposited in an anoxic or dysoxic depositional setting (Paxton et al ., 
2006). The most pronounced gamma-ray peak occurs at the middle-upper 
Woodford boundary. This marker is interpreted as a maximum flooding surface 
and represents the Devonian-Mississippian boundary (Over, 1992). The zone 
with the highest gamma-ray and uranium levels corresponds primarily to a 
sequence of organic-rich claystone . The upper Woodford also displays 3rd order 
sea level cycles with a major transgressive-regressive interval which correlates 
to high levels of uranium on the spectral gamma-ray log . The upper Woodford 
in outcrop also contains abundant phosphatic nodules. Other lithofacies present 
in the upper Woodford are calcareous mudstones, and laminated siltstones. 
3.3.2 Fracture mapping 
The fracture maps obta ined at the study locations helped to create a 
spectrum of all the types of fractures present. The fracture types were then 
grouped together based on shape and relation to the lithology . 
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The most prominent fracture type is the stratabound fracture . Th is 
fracture type for the Woodford Shale can be defined as planar, mode I fa ilure 
contained within a mechan ical layer. Stratabound fractures are the primary 
failure mechanism of bedded chert and calcareous mudstones. The length of 
this type of fracture is directly proportional to the bed thickness . Joints that are 
bounded to a mechanical layer may add significant value as fracture porosity if 
they are open. However these fractures also appear to represent the earliest 
period of deformation , and may be present in the subsurface as mineralized 
veins , thereby lacking significant porosity. Nevertheless, mineralized 
stratabound fractures may also represent planes of weakness in the host rocks 
which may decrease the strength of the layers . 
Another common fracture type is the angled , layer-cuttin fracture . This 
-- --
type of fracture occurs predominantly in laminated siltstone and organic-rich 
claystone lithofacies. This fracture is defined as layer cutting due to its tendency 
to traverse many laminations. This fracture is also inclined in respect to the 
bedding and often terminates at a mechanical layer boundary . 
When a layer-cutting fracture occurs through a sequence that includes 
many different mechanical layers , the fracture type is defined as jagged . 
Jagged layer-cutting fractures are not associated with any one single rock type 
and can terminate abruptly at any one layer. However, the jagged shape 
appears to correlate with high frequency alternations of bedded chert and 
calcareous mudstone lithofacies . The shape reflects the mechanical differences 
and the change in orientation may be related to changing mechan ical properties 
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across each boundary. A growth mechan ism for th is type of fracture is by the 
coalescence of stratabound and angled , layer-cutting fractures under 
intermediate to late-stage deformation . Layer-cutting jagged fractures may also 
represent an analog for the propagation of man-made hydraul ic fractures . The 
extent of this fracture type is relevant as it can provide significant fracture 
permeability and connect isolated, brittle strata . 
A less significant fracture type is the curved , mineralized or open fracture 
that develops in organic-rich claystone lithofacies . This fracture type usually is 
restricted to a few layers . Also , the curved shape of the fracture is a reflection of 
zones of weakness and stress concentration in sedimentary structures such as 
throughs , scour surfaces or ripples (Bahat et al ., 2005). Curved fractures that 
are restricted to a few laminated claystone layers form in a similar manner as 
desiccation cracks in muddy sediments , but these could also be produced by 
thermal cracking of organic matter (Marquez and Mountjoy, 1996; Jarvie et al. , 
2007). This type of fracture can provide critical fracture porosity in lithofacies 
with extremely low matrix porosities . 
Fracture swarms or clusters are long sections of many branch ing 
fractures . Swarms were commonly observed near faults and typically are zones 
of dense fracturing and intense deformation , wh ich is difficult to quantify. 
Swarms are also long features that cut across many different mechan ical 
layers . All other types of fractures may be present with in a swarm to form th is 
fracture type . Bitumen present in the Woodford Shale swarms indicates these 
zones of intense deformation were major condu its for migration of flu ids . 
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Fracture swarms may also represent a true seismic scale ' fracture that can be 
detected in three dimensions with seism ic attributes such as coherence and 
curvature (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007) . However, several aspects must be taken 
into consideration in order to comprehend the applicability of fracture clusters . 
Faults and swarms are closely related and can act as excellent flow paths for 
both hydrocarbons and water. Fracture clusters in outcrop also contain a 
significant amount of clay as a byproduct of the high density fracturing . 
Shear fractures or faults are common in all of the outcrop locations in this 
study. This type of fracture most likely represents late stage deformation or a 
change in the regional stress regime . Large fractures coalesce to form long , 
continuous fracture zones that rotate and provide a mechanism for slip to occur. 
Smaller shear fractures are those that apparently began to slip when the 
stresses reach a certain threshold . All shear fractures contain a fine clay gouge 
in the fault zone which would likely act as a flow baffle or barrier. In some 
exposed fault planes, slickenlines are present , which indicate the direction of 
displacement or slip . Small strike-slip and dip-slip faults are present in all 
outcrops . 
3.3.3 Fractures and mechanical stratigraphy 
The current maximum horizontal stress orientation in the Arbuckle 
Mountains is roughly oriented northeast-southwest. The dominant stratabound 
fracture orientation is north-south . Stratabound fractures are likely remnants of 
----early stage deformation and tens ile fa ilure during burial and pore-pressure 
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increase . Layer- cutting , angled fractu re s are oriented northwest-sou theast and 
northeast-southwest . These ori entations also reflect a paleostress field , 
although the second set is closer to the current stress fie ld , wh ich indica tes an 
episode of late stage deformation . 
Understand ing the relationsh ip between the bri ttl e-ductile couplet and the 
fracture type is one of the primary goals of th is study. The bri ttle-ductile couplet 
is observed in outcrop and in experiment Setup 3 and 4 as a brittle layer 
between two ductile layers . The brittle parts in the Woodford are the cherts and 
the calcareous mudstones. The ductile parts are laminated siltstones and 
organic claystones . The un it or couplet is assumed compacted . The ductile 
layers distribute the loading to the brittle layer and also help to isolate a single 
brittle bed from the shadow effect of other nearby fractures (Mcconaughy and 
Engelder, 2001 ). 
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Figure 40 Fa ilu re mode rela tionsh ips to principal stresses (Cosgrove , 2001 ). 
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Since the different mechan ical layers are acting as a coupled unit , as it 
deforms , all layers undergo the same amount of deformation (Gross and 
Engelder, 1995). However, the differences in mechan ical properties result in 
each mechanical layer behaving differently . The ductile layers first extend and 
change in length without failure . The shear stress is transferred to the brittle 
layer in the middle of the couplet by a process known as the Cox-Hobbs case 
(Cox, 1951 , Hobbs, 1967, Gross et al. 1995). Under the Griffith criteria the 
stress is accumulated around a flaw until the appl ied stress overcomes the 
tensile strength of the material (Figure 40) . Due the stress being transferred to 
the brittle layer, via the ductile layers , fa ilure beg ins to occur at the interface of 
the two mechanical units. Once the first crack forms it relaxes the stresses in a 
shadow zone around it, and stress accumulates at another point in the material 
where it will form a new crack (Figure 41 ). 
The fracture propagates perpendicular to the be~ntat i on until it reaches the 
next brittle-ductile boundary, at wh ich po int the stress is redistributed along the 
contact as shear stress . 
Figure 41 Comparison of typica l Woodford Shale ou tcrop section and results 
from Setup 3 analog modeling of brittle-ductile couplets . 
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In the fie ld , layer-cutting angled fractures are very common . The 
mechanism for the development of th is type of fracture can be expla ined as a 
continuation of the aforementioned process of joint ini tiation in a brittle -ductile 
couplet . The process would include brittle deformation in the 'ductile ' layer with 
increasing deformation , or by conditions under wh ich a('ductile ' layer becomes 
stiffer and mechanically 'brittle '. Such cond itions include deep burial , dewatering 
--
or thermal maturation (Cosgrove, 2001 ). 
As a fracture propagates through the brittle layer, and the stress front 
encounters the brittle-ductile boundary, the stress becomes shear and moves 
parallel to the boundary until it encounters a flaw in the laminated , ductile , layer 
(Hobbs, 1967; Gross et al ., 1995; Bahat et al ., 2005). The result is a shear 
fracture that propagates at an angle (internal angle of friction per Coulomb 
criteria) and cuts across the mechanical layer thickness of the laminated 
interval. This coincides with the many layer-cutting fractures observed in th inly 
laminated claystones and siltstones . 
3.3.4 Application for drill ing and completion 
The correlation between gamma-ray stacking patterns and spectral 
gamma-ray logs is a powerful tool for pred icting brittle and ductile lithofacies 
(Slatt and Abousleiman , 2011 ). The more brittle lithofacies of the Woodford 
Shale occur along intervals of lower gamma-ray, uranium and thorium . Ductile 
lithofacies are characterized by high gamma-ray and high uran ium content. The 
gamma-ray stacking patterns also seem to discriminate the failure type of the 
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formation , which is lithologically controlled (Gross , 1993; Gross et al. , 1995; 
Ataman , 2008; Busetti, 2009). Low gamma-ray sections are likely to undergo 
tensile failure as the primary mode . High gamma-ray sections may undergo 
shear failure. 
The predictability of mechanical strat igraphy and fa ilure modes can be 
applied to drilling by planning lateral well placement with more accuracy. 
Furthermore , the characterization of the stress field from borehole breakouts 
would provide the optimal orientation for drilling and hydraulic fracture 
stimulations . Zones of more brittle rocks can be accessed from the gamma-ray 
stacking patterns and become primary landing targets for horizontal wells . As 
described in outcrop , these zones should contain abundant natural tensile 
fractures that may or may not be healed . Furthermore , brittle zones are less 
--
likely to be clay rich which should mitigate clay swelling by drill ing flu ids . 
Because natural fractures are representat ive of major zones of weakness , they 
can be exp loited by drilling perpendicular to the major set. Zones of more 
ductile rocks can be accessed from sections of high gamma-ray and uran ium as 
described from the outcrop locations . These zones would act as fracture 
barriers as pred icted by the analog model ing conducted in th is study. The 
fracture may stop at major mechanical boundaries , or become red istributed as 
bed-parallel shear fractures . Also , because these zones are more likely to be 
dom inated by clay-rich rocks they should be avoided for horizontal well 
placement as they can have swell ing clays and present dri ll ing hazards. 
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Analog experiments have also demonstrated that bedd ing plane con tacts 
for the Woodford Shale may be sign ificant planes of weakness. The correct 
recognition of a major mechan ical boundary can also be used as a hydraul ic 
fracture stimulation target. When appl icable by the local stress field , a bed 
parallel stimulation can be more effective at exploiting the format ion 's natural 
weakness . 
Overall total gamma-ray and spectral gamma-ray , coupled with outcrop 
characterization efforts should be used to create more detailed drill ing and 
completion targets for horizontal wells by recognizing and exploiting weaker 
portions of the formation . 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The Woodford Shale is well exposed in the Arbuckle Mounta ins of 
southeast Oklahoma . The outcrops in this study were characterized in terms of 
lithofacies , and fractures . Additionally , a nearly complete section of the 
Woodford Shale at Vines Creek was characterized with outcrop gamma-ray and 
spectral gamma-ray logs . 
The Woodford Shale sequence is representative of a 2 nd order marine 
transgression. Higher frequency 3 rd order sea level cycles could be inferred 
from gamma-ray and spectral gamma-ray patterns . The gamma-ray peaks 
correlated well with high levels of uranium. This would suggest a depositional 
--- :....---
setting with low levels of sedimentation in which quiet and dysoxic water aided 
in the preservation of organic matter. 
Outcrop lithofacies also suggest a siliciclastic marine system as the 
depositional setting. The frequent transitions from bedded chert to laminated 
si ltstone suggest changes in the depositional environment from high to low 
p . 
energy and variations in productivity . Phosphatic-rich zones can be indicative of 
upwelling zones or low sedimentation rates in anoxic to dysoxic conditions ; 
J 
however, because phosphatic-rich zones also correlate with intervals of high 
gamma-ray, the latter interpretation might be more relevant. Finely laminated , 
organic rich mudstones also correlate with high levels of uran ium and total 
gamma-ray , also suggesting low sedimentation rates and dysoxia wh ich aided 
1n the preservation of the organic matter. 
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The stratigraphy is directly related to the mechanical properties of the 
Woodford Shale . Although the overall composition of the formation is high in 
siliciclastics, making the mechanical strat igraphy dominantly brittle , laminated 
siltstones and organic-rich claystones appear to be more ductile . This makes 
the Woodford Shale a vertically anisotropic material that breaks and deforms 
under stress in different ways across each layer. 
The fracture patterns described from outcrop revealed that chert and 
calcareous mudstones are brittle and contain abundant stratabound tensile 
fractures . This type of fracture is very common throughout the Woodford Shale 
and could be representative of the earl iest stages of deformation . Another 
common type of fracture is a layer-cutting angled set that typically occurs in 
laminated siltstones and organic-rich claystone facies . This fracture type 
indicates these layers failed under very high stresses or deep in the subsurface . 
Another type of layer-crossing fracture is also present in outcrop cross-cutting 
many different lithofacies as jagged or en-echelon segments . Th is fracture type 
is relevant and might represent the way in wh ich strata -bound and layer-
crossing fractures are connected under late-stage deformation . Fracture 
swarms were also noted in close proximity to faults . These zones of high 
fracture density are often branch ing and filled with bitumen and are indicative of 
high levels of deformation and flu id flow. 
A set of analog models were crea ted using wet clay and Play-Doh to 
represent brittle and ductile layers and extended to create tensile fractures The 
models demonstrated the mechanism by which the observed fracture patterns 
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likely formed . Tensile fractures nucleated at the contact of the two different 
experiment materials , then propagated perpend icular to the layers but did not 
propagate through the ductile layers . The analog experiments also 
demonstrated that the layer boundary is also a very weak surface prone to 
failure under low levels of stress. 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Cha racterize Woodford Shale fra ctures from borehole image logs and core to 
correlate with outcrop fracture stud ies . 
2. Conduct finite element model ing of a multilayered sequence with Woodford 
Shale parameters . 
3. Characterize fractures from other prom inent shale fo rmations in outcrop to 
obtain further ins ight into other deformation styles . 
4. Correlate sequence stratigraphy stacking patterns from total gamma-ra y and 
spectral gamma-ray with deta iled measured sections to improve on 
predictab ility of brittle and ductile rocks . 
5. Develop a 3D reservoir model for the Woodford Shale Wyche Quarry in the 
Arbuckle Mounta ins , and apply known parameters to test optimal dri ll ing plans. 
6 . Develop a cal ibration mechanism between gamma-ray stacking patterns and 
estimated fracture densities per interval. 
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